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How to craft and consecrate candles and use their magick to cast spells, make wishes come
true, increase luck, and spark psychic powers. Discover the mystical powers of the candle, used
throughout the ages as an indispensable tool for setting the proper atmosphere for spellcasting,
divination, meditation, banishing darkness, and communicating with the dead. Sections include
sacred candle colors of the gods and goddesses, crystals and gemstones, Voudoun candle
magick, and the making of sacred oils for candle blessing rituals. Easy-to-follow instructions will
guide the modern witch into crafting and consecrating various types of candles such as Witch
Candles, Healing Herb Candles, Rune Candles, Magick Symbol Candles, and Voodoo Candles.
Modern Wiccan expert Gerina Dunwich also discusses candle omens and provides a collection
of powerful folk spells and incantations for nearly every purpose. Wicca Candle Magick is an
essential resource for today’s everyday goddesses. “Straightforward and practical.”—Brigid’s
Flame



Wicca Candle MagicGerina DunwichA Citadel Press BookPublished by Kensington Publishing
Corp.I dedicate this book with loving gratitude to my Mother and Al Jackter for giving me
encouragement and spiritual support. I would also like to thank Jessica Black for all of her
assistance, and Bob Salomon for helping to make this book possible.ContentsTitle
PageDedicationIntroduction: The Magick of Candles1: Candle Crafting2: Consecration3:
Symbolism of Candle Colors4: Candle Magick for Healing5: Sabbat Candle Rituals6: Candle
Magick7: Magick for Hearth and Home8: Voudoun Candle Magick9: Candle Omens and
Superstitions10: ResourcesIndexAbout the AuthorCopyrightThe soft, mellow glow of candlelight
creates romantic moods, invokes spirits and utilizes the ancient element of Fire, which is known
as the sacred element of magickal transformation.The dancing flame of a candle gives off
mystical power and has been used for centuries by Witches and magicians as a tool for setting
the proper atmosphere or spellcasting, divination and meditation, banishing darkness, and as a
means of communicating with the dead. The symbolism of creating light in darkness also lies
behind the use of the candle in rituals of magick.The candle is also an image of humanity. The
wax of the candle corresponds to the physical body; the wick corresponds to the mind, and the
flame corresponds to the spirit or soul.Candles come in all different sizes, shapes and colors,
and can be bought in candle shops, gift shops, occult shops and Witchcraft supply mail order
catalogues (see Chapter Ten: Resources); however, many Witches and magicians prefer to work
magick with their own homemade candles rather than store bought ones for it is believed that
hand-crafted candles with pentagrams and/or other magickal symbols and sigils cut into the wax
are more magickally powerful than mass-produced ones since they absorb the Witch’s or
magician’s own psychic energies. (The ancient craft of candlemaking is discussed in Chapter
One.)Candle colors are very important when it comes to performing magick, for each color emits
a special vibration and attracts different spiritual influences. (See Chapter Three for the
symbolism of candle colors.)The shape that the candle is fashioned in also possesses
significance in candleburning magick. Black cat-shaped candles are burned in magick spells to
increase luck and psychic power. White cat-shaped candles are burned to make wishes come
true and to protect pregnant women. Moon-shaped candles (or candles decorated with lunar
symbols) are burned to add power to moon-magick and Goddess invocations. Human image
candles made in both male and female figures are used to represent the man or woman whom
the power of a spell is directed at. Phallic-shaped candles are powerful when used in fertility rites
and sex-magick. Mummy-shaped candles, which are difficult to obtain, are burned in spells to
acquire power and success and to invoke ancient Egyptian deities. Devil-shaped candles are
used in both black and white magick Voodoo spells. Black skull-shaped candles are burned to
cast or reverse hexes, and in rituals of separation. White skull-shaped candles are used in
healing rituals and seances. Seven-Knob candles, which consist of seven balls of wax strung
together with one wick, are burned as daily meditation candles or as wish-magick candles with



each segment of the candle burned daily as the wish to be granted is concentrated upon.Candle-
gazing, or fire-scrying, is a form of divination practiced by Witches, Gypsies and seers long
before candles first became popular in Europe in the Middle Ages.To divine using a candle, clear
your mind and then gaze into the flame of the candle until you enter a trance-like state in which
images, symbols, people or words will begin to appear as part of a psychic communication.THE
GODDESS IS ALIVEMAGICK IS AFOOTBLESSED BE!Witch CandlesTo make homemade
Witch Candles, you will need the following items which are obtainable at most hobby and craft
stores as well as candle shops: candle wicking, wick tins, fireproof candle molds, wire rods,
equal parts paraffin and pure beeswax (amounts depending upon how many candles are to be
crafted) and a double boiler for melting the wax.Place the end of a metal core wick (pre-cut to fit
the size of the mold and allowing at least one extra inch of wick above the top of the mold)
through the star-cut stamped in the center of a wick tin and then bend the tips of the star down to
hold the wick in place.Place the wick tin and wick in a candle mold with the wick centered by a
loop in a wire rod placed across the top of the mold. (Candle molds, plain and fancy, are also
available in most of the shops that sell crafts and candles. Ordinary household things such as
empty waxed milk cartons, plastic bottles, paper towel rolls, paper cups and metal cans make
wonderful molds that are inexpensive and disposable.)Non-disposable candle molds such as
muffin cups and fireproof tumblers can be made stick-proof with special candle spray, silicone
sprays or non-stick sprays for frying pans. Another (and more old-fashioned) method to prevent
candles from sticking to the molds is to grease and then dust the mold with flour or talcum
powder.Cut the paraffin into small pieces with a sharp knife and place them inside the top of the
double boiler. (A large tin can placed in a pan of boiling water may be used in place of the double
boiler.) Partially fill the bottom part of the boiler with warm water and then place the top part with
the cut-up wax inside of it. Add the beeswax to the paraffin and place the double boiler over low
heat to melt the wax. (Never attempt to melt the wax directly over fire!)Scent the melted wax with
an aromatic herb oil appropriate for the type of magick spell the candle will be used for. For
instance, scent the candle wax with oil of cloves if the candle will be used for divination,
exorcism or rituals involving spiritual purification; frankincense oil for love spells, consecration,
healing, protection and rituals to banish evil and negativity; lavender oil for love spells; lemon oil
for healing rituals and spells involving clairvoyance and prophetic dreams; mint oil for exorcism
and healing rituals; musk oil for love spells, sex-magick and fertility rites; patchouly oil for love
spells and invocations of elemental powers; pine oil for spells to attract money and success;
rose oil for Goddess invocations and spells to increase good luck, courage and love;
sandalwood oil for purification rites, healing and protection against evil influences.To make
colored candles, melt a colored wax crayon in the paraffin. (See Chapter Three for the
symbolism of candle colors.)After the melted wax has been scented and colored, remove the
double boiler from the heat and slowly pour the wax into the mold(s). Allow it to solidify.After the
wax has cooled, a conical cavity may form on the top surface around the wick. Pour enough
melted wax to fill the cavity and provide a level surface to the candle.Remove the candle from



the mold only after the wax has cooled and hardened thoroughly.Before burning the candle in a
magickal ceremony, anoint it with a small amount of oil to put your psychic vibrations into the
candle, magnetize it and transform it into an extension of your mind power. (See Chapter Two:
Consecration.)Beeswax CandlesBeeswax candles are tapers fashioned from the honeycombs
of bees and used in special magickal spells and rituals that require that no tallow (animal fat) be
burned.To make beeswax candles, wrap or roll a honeycomb sheet of beeswax around a candle
wick. (Artificial honeycombs of beeswax are obtainable from beekeepers, waxchandlers, honey
wholesalers and hobby shops.)Cut the wax sheet to the size you desire. (For a 6-inch long
candle, cut a 12-inch wax sheet in half.)Place the wax on a smooth surface. Press the wick
vertically against the shorter side of the wax sheet and begin to roll the sheet around the wick. (If
the wax is cut on top at a slanting angle away from the wick, the candle’s shape will be
enhanced by its tapering conical contour.)Anoint the candle with oil to consecrate it and charge
it with power before using it in spells or magickal ceremonies.Rune CandlesRunes are letters of
magickal alphabets used to spell words containing powerful mystic meanings. There are many
different forms of Runes, including the Druidic Ogam Bethluisnion, Egyptian hieroglyphics,
Theban Script, Pictish, Celestial, Malachim, etc.To make Rune Candles, heat the tip of a
consecrated athame and use it to carve the magickal designs into the wax of smooth tapers or
jumbo candles. (A heated steel knitting needle or nail can also be used just as
effectively.)Magick Symbol CandlesOther powerful Pagan symbols that can be carved into (or
painted on) candles include the sign of the Pentagram (a five-pointed star within a circle) which
represents the four ancient elements of Fire, Water, Air, Earth, surmounted by the Spirit, and is
used in many spells and magickal ceremonies.As a Witch’s Star (or “Goblin’s Cross” as it was
called by churchmen of the Middle Ages), the pentagram symbolizes human spiritual aspirations
when its point faces upwards. When its point faces down, it becomes a negative symbol of black
magick and Satanism.The Crescent Moon is a sacred symbol of the Goddess and feminine
energy. It is the appropriate symbol to be used on candles crafted especially for Goddess
invocations, Sabbats and women’s healing.The ancient magickal symbol called the Seal of
Solomon is a hexagram consisting of two interlocking triangles, one facing up and the other one
facing down. It is a symbol of the human soul, and is most powerful when used on candles
crafted for spells and rituals involving spirit communication, wisdom, purification and the
strengthening of psychic powers.The ankh is an ancient Egyptian symbol resembling a cross
with a loop at the top. It symbolizes life and cosmic knowledge, and every major god and
goddess of the Egyptian mythology is depicted carrying it. Also known as the “crux ansata,” it is
an appropriate symbol to place on candles for spells and rituals involving health, fertility and
divination.The Eye of Horus is another ancient Egyptian symbol which is often used in
contemporary Witchcraft. It depicts the divine eye of the god Horus, represents both solar and
lunar energies, and is carved into candles to symbolize spiritual protection as well as the
clairvoyant power of the Third Eye.The triangle is a symbol of finite manifestation in Western
magick, and is used in rituals to evoke spirits when the seal or sign of the entity to be summoned



is placed in the center of the triangle.Triangles containing veves (intricate symbolic emblems
representing certain Voodoo spirit-loas) are extremely powerful when carved into candles. (See
Chapter Nine: Voudoun Candle Magick.)The triangle, equivalent to the number three (a powerful
magickal number) is also a symbol of the Triple Goddess: Mother, Warrior, Crone. Inverted, it
represents the male principle.The Swastika is an ancient religious symbol formed by a Greek
cross with the ends of the arms bent at right angles in either a clockwise or counterclockwise
direction. Before being adopted in 1935 as the infamous official emblem of Nazi Germany, the
Swastika was a sacred symbol of good luck in pre-Christian Pagan Europe and in many other
cultures around the world including the Orientals, the Egyptians and the Indian tribes of North,
Central and South America. (The word “Swastika” stems from the Sanskrit “Svastika” meaning “a
sign of good luck.”)In addition to the above-mentioned symbols of magick, there are numerous
ancient as well as modern mystical symbols that can be used to empower candles with specific
magickal energies. These symbols include the male and female fertility symbols, crosses,
circles, peace signs, astrological and planetary symbols, numbers, etc.Before using any candle
(hand-made or store-bought) in a magickal ceremony or in the simplest of spells, it is
recommended that you first dress (anoint) the candle with a small amount of oil during the
waxing phase of the moon to consecrate it and charge it with magickal energy.Candle Blessing
RitualUsing your bare hands, rub an anointing oil into the wax starting at the middle of the
candle and working your way up to the top as you say:I CONSECRATE THEEAS A TOOL OF
MAGICK.BLESSED BE!Start again at the middle and this time work your way down to the
bottom of the candle and say:I CHARGE THEE WITH POWERIN THE NAME OF THE
GODDESS.SO MOTE IT BE!GODDESS OIL½ teaspoon dried yarrow½ teaspoon dried sweet
basil1 teaspoon powdered myrrh3 drops rose oil3 drops lavender oil½ cup olive oilPlace all
ingredients in a clear glass jar and gently swirl in a clockwise direction to slowly agitate the oils.
(As you do this, fill your mind with images of the Goddess and visualize Her divine power as an
aura of white glowing light radiating from your hands into the jar of oil, charging it with magickal
energy.)Seal the jar with a tight-fitting lid and store it in a cool, dark place for at least seven days.
Strain the oil through a cheesecloth and use it to anoint candles for love spells, Goddess
invocations, divinations, healing rituals and all positive (white) forms of magick.GOOD LUCK
OIL1 tablespoon dried wormwood3 teaspoons ground nutmeg½ teaspoon powdered mandrake
root13 drops pine oil¼ cup olive oilPlace all ingredients in a clean glass jar and gently swirl in a
clockwise direction. Seal the jar tightly and allow it to sit for 13 nights in a cool, dark place.Strain
the oil through a cheesecloth and use it to anoint candles for wish-magick, jinx-breaking and
spells to attract good luck, money and success.SPIRIT OIL1 tablespoon powdered orris or
serpentaria root1 tablespoon dried Solomon’s Seal1 tablespoon dried and crushed rosemary1
small pinch of powdered jade or turquoise*3 drops sandalwood oil3 drops mint oil¼ cup
safflower oilMix all of the ingredients together and store in a tightly-capped glass jar for at least
three weeks in a cool, dark place.Strain through a cheesecloth and use to anoint candles for
exorcisms, seances, counterspells, purification rituals, protection against evil influences and



spells to increase clairvoyant powers.VOODOO-WITCH OIL3 tablespoons honey3 teaspoons
powdered bat’s skull (optional)13 drops blood (human or animal)6 drops honeysuckle oil3 drops
patchouly oil¼ cup sunflower oilMix all of the ingredients together on a night of the full moon and
use it to anoint Voodoo candles for both white and black magick spells, divination, spirit
communication and invocation of loas.Magick Candle ColorsBefore casting spells or performing
any kind of magick, the color of the candle should be chosen carefully according to your
purpose, for each color possesses a different energy vibration and attracts certain
influences.The following is a list of candle colors and their magickal properties:BLACK:
Meditation rituals, hexes, uncrossing rituals and spells to banish evil and negativity.BLUE:
Magick that involves honor, loyalty, peace, tranquility, truth, wisdom, protection during sleep,
astral projection and spells to induce prophetic dreams.BROWN: Spells to locate lost objects
and improve powers of concentration and telepathy, protection of familiars and household
pets.GOLD: Spells that attract the power of cosmic influences, and rituals to honor solar
deities.GRAY: Spells to neutralize negative influences.GREEN: Spells involving fertility, success,
good luck, prosperity, money, rejuvenation and ambition, rituals to counteract greed and
jealousy.ORANGE: Spells to stimulate energy.PINK: Love spells and rituals involving friendship
and femininity.PURPLE: Psychic manifestations, healing and spells involving power, success,
independence and household protection.RED: Fertility rites, aphrodisiacs and spells involving
sexual passion, love, health, physical strength, revenge, anger, will power, courage and
magnetism.SILVER: Spells and rituals to remove negativity, encourage stability and attract the
influence of the Goddess.WHITE: Consecration rituals, meditation, divination, exorcism, and
spells that involve healing, clairvoyance, truth, peace, spiritual strength and lunar
energy.YELLOW: Spells involving confidence, attraction, charm and persuasion.
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Mary M. Anderson, “Plain English. This book is written in plain every day English. No words you
have to look up.”

Garden Magick, “Perfect. My friend absolutely loved this book. She's been wanting it for awhile
and I was excited to find it for her at such a very low price. Thank you”

barbara j patton, “Five Stars. very interesting book to read”

A.G. Storm, “This is for Intermediate or advanced, not beginner Witches. Dunwich has written a
good book for candle magick, but her book focuses on very specific things to do and not to do.
She also provides some basic info on colors, and what they represent. There's also some nice
tid bits of historical information that I enjoyed reading.However, I don't feel this is a good book for
someone just starting out. For me to sit here and type all the reasons I believe it's not for
beginners would take to long, so I'll just reemphasize that if you have practiced candle magick
already, and are comfortable with it, then this book is for you. I know I'm not providing specifics,
but I really don't have the time right now to tell you every single detail..Blessed Be.”

Jessica, “Amazing!. Wow! I love it! It's very clear, and doesn't just cover candle magick, but
crystals, gemstones, gods and goddesses, it's a very informative book for people who are just
starting to study the magickal and spiritual arts. The candle spells work and are precise.
Amazing!”

lolly, “love. intresting and informative book, love it”

The book by Gerina Dunwich has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 19 people have provided feedback.
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